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REPRESENTING INSTITUTIONS

- Ministry of Education and Science
- Research Council of Lithuania
COST Actions are the best instrument to gather knowledge that is spread in numerous publications on various fields. The Actions present the best opportunity for interdisciplinary and international discussion, which may lead (and generally does) to novel ideas and wider scientific cooperation.

Jurga Motiejūnaitė, Researcher, Nature Research Centre, Vilnius

“COST Actions are the best instrument to gather knowledge that is spread in numerous publications on various fields. The Actions present the best opportunity for interdisciplinary and international discussion, which may lead (and generally does) to novel ideas and wider scientific cooperation.”
Without the COST Action’s support, I would have not gained such valuable experience, nor noticed the possibilities for improvement. Thanks to the COST Action, I presented new ideas and remarks at the laboratory I am responsible for, which allowed us to become more efficient.

— Baltramiejus Jakštys, PhD student, Vytautas Magnus University

**NETWORKING ACTIVITIES IN LITHUANIA**

- Short-term scientific missions

**BUDGET RECEIVED**

€373,395.20

**INDIVIDUAL PARTICIPATION IN ALL ACTION ACTIVITIES**

- Women
- Men
- Younger researchers

**PARTICIPATION IN NETWORKING ACTIVITIES**

- Short-term scientific missions: 31
- Trainees: 51
- Trainers: 3

**PARTICIPATION PER COUNTRY REGION**

- Lietuva: 429
I am a young researcher and the COST programme is, for me, a stable and reliable tool that allows me to be part of the scientific community.

Mantas Šilkūnas, PhD student, Vytautas Magnus University
Mokslinininkai sukūrė savaime atsinaujinančį betoną: kaip tai veikia? (2)

Bet kurios betoninės konstrukcijos didžiausia problema – įtrūkimai. Kurie leidžia smelktis drągei, dėl kurios paspartėja korozija, pradađi rūdyti armatūra ir pastatų darosi vis nestabiliesnį.

Dėmesio reikalus ir technologijų naujienos? Sukite mokslinio žinių naujienas Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn ir Instagram!